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Members’ Poems

Echoes
From angels in the roof of Blythburgh church
Always high above you,
close to the beckoning sky,
the interlocking frame you wove
holds us suspended,
beneath the arc of sky.
When do we descend;
we hear you wonder why;
is this but a mirage?
Are we forever tethered here,
beneath the arc of sky.
Within and without
this fragile wooden frame,
we pass at will beyond the veil.
Do you hear our whispers
between moments that you spend
beneath the arc of sky.
This delicate web you cast up
has held us in your view,
our wings spread wide
to cover, to comfort; to show,
how you too may rise
above the arc of sky.

Richard Hemmings
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An Apple from a Garden in Wittenberg
after: Virgin and Child with Apple Tree
by Lucas Cranach the Elder
Awoman sits under an apple tree; a baby boy stands in her lap.
He holds bread in his right hand, an apple in his left.
His gaze is heavy with knowledge.
Her gaze is heavy with precognition.
It is October and the moon is full.
Now is the time to harvest apples, pears, quinces and medlars.
Of all these fruits the child has chosen an apple.
Blessed be the time that apple taken was.*
A long-ago story of recrimination, reproach, regret.
Aman and a woman ate of that fruit
of which it was said they should not eat.
The shame and fear when they knew they were naked!
Mother and child can only watch as humankind,
in masks, goggles, thick protective gear,
break into the garden, the pristine garden,
plunder it with chain saws, diggers, drills, nets.
The child's gaze is heavy with knowledge.
The mother's gaze is heavy with grief.
In the child's small hand the apple grows heavy
with recriminations, reproach, regret.

Anne Boileau
* from Adam lay ybounden
Traditional 15th century Christmas carol
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Come show me your Christmas
And I will show you mine
Is yours in a desert
With a warm wind blowing?
Or is it in an igloo
With the cold snow snowing?
Is it in a tenement
A penthouse or a tent?
Or in a land to the east
From where the gifts were sent?
Perhaps it’s in a stable,
With a manger and some straw.
Maybe a warm maternity ward,
Who could want for more?
Or is it in a doorway,
With cardboard for some heat,
And paper for a blanket,
Which won’t quite reach your feet?
Is yours on a beach at Bondi?
Or a ranch in Tennessee?
On a Himalayan mountain
Or by a cold North Sea?
Or a quiet church in Austria,
With a Hymn and a guitar?
Or a moonlit misty hillside,
With sheep and a single star?
Or is it on a battlefield,
Where the unseen foe is fright,
Where the fighting has stopped for football,
But the guns will fire tonight?
Or is it in a Synagogue,
Where it’s just another day
Or is it in a Mosque?
Just wish us well we say.
Mine’s a village in England
With family, and perhaps a friend
A log fire and some presents
A toast to those unable to attend
With Morris Men on Boxing Day
And a warming, spicy punch
A snooze in front of the TV
With turkey, cold for lunch
Let today be for fellowship,
And the shaking of many hands
Let’s learn to lose our differences
And honour each other’s lands.

Hugh Lake
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For a Ripple of Laughter

Oil Tanka
First fill all the cracks,
smoothing all the bumpy bits,
choke on primer fumes,
decorate with parrot green.
Quite a slick operation.
Icing Christmas cakes
comes to mind; basting turkeys;
killing fatted calves…
Invite the family! Then
prepare to butter them up.
Put oil in your lamp,
sings a small voice in my head.
Keep it burning till
the break of day; may have to
burn the candle at both ends.
Christmas approaches,
can good organisation
and forward thinking
oil the works of this stressful
time? I only wish it could.
Goose is getting fat.
Like greasy Joan, stir the pot.
Then, like greased lightning,
whip out presents; if that fails,
pour oil on troubled waters.

Julia Duke


